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 Abstract
 
 What is the function of humor in today's society? What is the role of the
comedian in increasingly clownish times? How does humor challenge power
structures in contemporary life and art? How can painting deploy these methods in
an effective manner? 
 
  The archetype of the trickster has appeared in myth and literature around
the world for many centuries. In all instances it represents the disruptive side of the
human imagination, a being that lives outside the rules of conventional behavior
who seems to have hidden knowledge or secret understanding of how society truly
functions. The archetype of the trickster can be embodied in many different ways in
different times and places: from the God Hermes in Ancient Greece, to artists of the
modern period such as Marcel Duchamp and Mike Kelley. 
 
       Like the trickster. artists create through disruption and exposure but in most
cases become the most vulnerable to the things they are disrupting or exposing. I’m
interested in creating paintings that operate visually as the trickster does in
narrative.I want to create an image that function as visual riddles or satirical
allegories, where past and present are happening simultaneously- as a way to
expose societies pathologies and cyclical patterns. The use of visceral thinned oil
paint or warped imagery acts as visual disruption, allowing me to work within a
tradition while simultaneously mocking it. 
 
Disruption and obstruction function as challenge of power. The politics of
my paintings are embedded in their atmosphere and the material application of
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paint. Like the trickster their myths and actions are heavily coded. The results and
origins of their tricks or jokes never immediately expose themselves,  but are
endlessly unfolding and expanding. They are jokes that tell themselves.
 
   The figures in my paintings are comedic and playful. They explore tragedy
and potential truth in the form of a joke, riddle, or game. With the use of visible
brushwork, their bodies are depicted as malleable and open. In many of the works, a
light source radiates from within each body. I’m interested in depicting the figures
in my paintings as people with potential for transformation and movement. I want a
sense that they have personal agency, but are still vulnerable to their surroundings
and their interactions with other bodies. 
 
Humor isn't always funny, and trickery isn't always tragic. In many cases a
joke comes from a place of deep sadness and desperation, an urgent need to expose
something for what it really is. The self-imposed humiliation of the clown or
comedian disarms the viewer or audience and the viewer becomes as vulnerable as
the performer. The audience become aware of themselves as  performers in society.
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Comedic Tropes
    The role of the Comedian is an integral part of all cultures, and in the past it has
taken the role of the trickster. The trickster has appeared in the human imagination
for centuries, taking many forms and functions. In all cultures the trickster is the
playful boundary crosser: a person, animal, spirit or god that violates and challenges
the order of normal life and reshapes it on new ground. The trickster is equal parts
cunning and manipulative, as well as foolish and helpless. It constantly falls into its
own traps. It has no respect or understanding of authority. It is constantly
destroying- sometimes intentionally and sometimes through its own clumsiness and
stupidity. Through this destruction, the trickster reinvents its surroundings.
     In Greek culture, the figure of the trickster is embodied by Hermes, the inventor
of lying and the patron saint of thieves. In Norse Mythology, Loki is the trickster
God. In Jungian psychology, the trickster is a figure existing simultaneously in the
conscious and unconscious mind: wandering in and out of reality, but always
returning with some kind of new knowledge that can only be found from observing
reality from the outside. Similar to the artist, the trickster’s stories and actions
reshape how we interpret the world.
   In literature and film the trickster functions as a catalyst, a figure whose words or
actions result in an unraveling of another character’s perception of the self and
reality. However, the trickster itself is always left unharmed and unbothered by its
actions. The trickster alters the way in which others see and act. Trickster's existing
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at the edge of reality and rational thought allows it to show others peering over that
line hidden meaning and knowledge most people would rather not acknowledge. In
Shakespeare’s King Lear, the King becomes more and more unstable and untrusting
of his peers and subjects until he finds he can only trust his jester. When the King
finally loses touch with reality it is the jester that guides him through his new
perception of reality. It is the jester who shows him the strings that bind reality to
the mind and persona. In many cases the Jester is only a minor stock character
appearing briefly in times of confusion and existential crisis.
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Artist as Trickster
 
“Wise men see outlines, and therefore they draw them. The clown draws
them upside down.”
 
* William Blake
    Many artists have functioned as tricksters do. Boundary pushers or line
crossers. In many ways, the modernist painter Edouard Manet was the trickster of
his time. While Manet worked within the realm and tradition of classic figure
painting his bold techniques, his subject matter (and in some cases his total rejection
of certain traditional approaches) shocked, disgusted, and challenged the public. 
 
  His 1865 painting Jesus Mocked By Soldiers, Manet portrays Jesus in an
aggressively vulnerable and human manor. Christ is portrayed as limp, passive, and
surrounded by gruff taunting figures. The canvas, simplified tonality, palette and
visible brushwork emphasize Jesus’s humanity. Prior to this, Jesus and other holy
figures had been depicted as beyond human and incapable of vulnerability. Visible
brushwork was considered crude and unworthy, an inaccurate representation of
reality. This is the most shocking aspect of the image: the supposed Son of God
depicted as a sensitive and fragile body, mirrored by Manet’s visceral application of
paint. 
 
In this painting, Manet chose to emphasize Christs humanity rather than his
holiness or power. This completely rearranged previous notions of Christ and his
mythology. By focusing on the subject’s humanity, Manet was able to depict a
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- Eduard Manet, "Jesus Mocked by the Soldiers, Oil on
Canvas, 1865
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- Eduard Manet, 'Olympia", Oil on Canvas, 1863
- Titian, " Venus of Urbino, Oil on Canvas, 1534
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contemporary and honest depiction of selflessness, and the anxiety of the human
body’s fragility and vulnerability. By doing so with an image of Christ, Manet took
the most iconic and holy person in the West and compared him to no more than an
ordinary person: a person capable of all human emotions, not a god. Like the
trickster, Manet’s denial of rationality and in turn mockery of the tradition of
painting things considered holy, allowed him to re-establish on his own terms what
those subjects are, how they are deceitful, manipulative and outdated. By
challenging those traditions in his paintings, Manet breaks the visual facades of
implied hierarchy. 
 
Manet's painting Olympia functioned similarly. Painted two years  prior to
Jesus Mocked by soldiers, Olympia may be the most shocking and politically
charged work of Manets career. The painting depicts a confidently naked women
with a black cat at her feet: to her right a black female servant presents her with a
bouquet of flowers. This was an incredibly modern depiction - perhaps too modern
for its time. Art viewers at this time were repulsed by Manet’s depiction of
nakedness, and his rejection of the idealized nude female so common in antiquity
and art of its time. By discarding the mythic fetishized nude with reference to
historic paintings (such as Titians 1558 painting Venus of Urbino), Manet mocks the
traditions of the past. 
         Manet utilizes the tropes of classical paintings  and depicts them as something
with no relevance for his industrialized present. Again, the trickster side of Manet
challenges authority and tradition, questions the reality of depiction in art and
reinvents it on his own terms. Manets using of tropes from the classical era and
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turning them on themselves, in a somewhat cannibalistic way is  a highly political
gesture. One one hand Manets immense love and interest in painting is what drives
the emotional resonance of his work, on the other his desire to use his mastery of
technique to expose the toxicity of tradition and idealism is what keeps the work
potent through the ages.
A more contemporary artist who challenged and mocked the tradition of
painting, and art in general is Mike Kelley. Kelley’s work explored a wide variety
of media and took reference from an even wider variety of sources- ranging from
iconic moments in art history, lowbrow culture such as comics and B movies, craft
art, consumer culture, beat poetry, punk and noise music and personal narrative both
true and fictionalized.  Kelley’s blending of art tropes low and high through the lens
of his own personal histories forever changed how we critique and create art. He
was able to give meaning to the detritus of pop culture and re-work it into a
meaningful work of art.His dark humor and self-deprecating sensibility exposed the
fallacy of taking the art object as a sacred object. Kelley himself openly spoke of his
disdain for popular culture and the ways in which it influences modern societies
values and actions.He describes it as something invisible and controlling, an always
present form that most are completely oblivious to. He saw art as a materialist
ritual, a mirroring of contemporary life in a consumer economy as materialist ritual.
 
      Kelley worked with the tropes and archetypes of modern popular culture
and used them against themselves, as a way of flaying, ripping apart the perception
of reality through the lenses of mass consumerism and pop culture. He turned the
rituals of mass consumption into the the ritual of creating an art object.	In his 1987
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- Mike Kelley, " More Love Hours Than Can Ever Be Repaid and The
Wages of Sin", Mixed Media, 1987 
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- Mike Kelley, " Memory Ware Flat #27", 2001
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painting: More Love Hours Than Can Ever Be Repaid (on wall) with The Wages of
Sin, Kelley collages a narrative that is equal parts wry, iconoclastic,  and emotive.
The painting and accompanying sculpture are made from handmade craft objects
kelley purchased from various thrift stores in Los Angeles. Most of the objects are
either hand stitched toys or articles of clothing that at one point were labors of love
given as a gift to a friend or relative.  The reference to time makes the viewer
question for whom is all this labor being done for. The title of the work refers to the
hand made gift as something un re-payable, a physical manifestation of love,  and in
a way something that can only be repaid by returning the favor out of guilt.  By
constructing a painting out of discarded one of a kind, handmade gifts Kelley draws
a parallel to the fetishized views of art objects, its maker, and there relationship to
the art market. These stuffed crocheted objects hold a penance between maker and
owner that can never be reciprocated. An act of love becomes an act of shame due
to labor  Most importantly this work speaks to the overall loss of value when taking
part in a consumer driven commodity-culture.
Although this is a seemingly dry cynical gesture I find this like most of
Kelleys work highly emotive. By exposing the overly romantic view of paintings
Kelley acknowledges its existence, and in an endless number of ways plays part in
the romanticizing of art. In his attempts to expose something Kelley created an
emotive object that speaks to loss, repression and fear. Like a lot of his work it
floats in the realm of the postmodern sublime. Feeling unable to address a subject
directly or in a traditional painterly or poetic way the work accesses the same ideas
from a self referencing object. But the desire for meaning is just as present as an
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early modernist painting.
  Regardless of medium, his work was highly performative: he depicts
modern life and the people within it as actors on a stage. His acceptance and use of
failure as art material exposes the manipulative facade of both art and daily life.
The idea that things are never what they seem , of some controlling presence hiding
in plain sight, are large undercurrents in Kelley’s work. The work may take the form
of a joke but its intentions are not to be funny. Rather humor is used to expose and
mock something very real, and in most cases terrifying. 
 The joke isn't funny anymore. The role of the joke, and the role of the artist
as comedian, is to diffuse this dominant culture and turn it upside down. The
intention is not a laugh or chuckle but to show the faulty scaffolding of past ideals
and our complacency within them. The use of comedy in Kelleys work is really no
different to Manets depictions of vulnerability, sexuality, and violence in the
modern age. They both access an emotive space by challenging past notions of art
making. There both comedic in the sense of there absurdity, both explore tragedy
and horror and are able to reform it into something that goes beyond its original and
intended function. This idea  is explored in Karin Barnaby's C.G. Jung and The
Humanities:-
  “Thus, in order to communicate an absence of aggressive intent, the
animal bares its teeth and raises its paw in the pose of the greeting strike. Dream
language and mythical language can only negate through reversal and positive
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assertion, through ( again invoking Bakhtin) “ the peculiar logic of the inside out
and the turnabout.” Thus Jung recognizes the cruelties of the trickster as the
blessings of a savior. “The wounded wonder is the agent of healing… the sufferer
takes away suffering.” So also does the clown mediate his people’s encounter with
death.”
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Bodies, Comic Imagery and Internal Light
  My own work functions in somewhere between the depiction of humanness
seen in Manets work and the ritualized humor of Mike Kelley. My use of comic
imagery depicted in an atmosphere similar to that of a classical painting is an
attempt to disrupt and challenge perceptions of not only hierarchy in art, but
perception of symbols and their meaning and intention. The cartoon image holds
different weight in today's world, where cartoon mascots have taken the place of
folk heroes in extremist organizations. That which was once funny and playful is
now steeped in potential violence and fear. How can you turn it against itself and
reshape its potential into positive disruption?
 
   I feel that the ways in which bodies are depicted in the work, and their
relationship to space are  key components to this idea of positive disruption. The
bodies depicted in the work are both positive and negative forms. Sometimes they
are described through an additive painting process, and in other works they are
pulled out of the atmosphere of the painting through the wiping and scraping away
of paint. Their gestures, body language, and interactions with other bodies and
objects, animate them into being and dictates their moral tone. 
 
    The figures are depicted as porous, ghostly, and open at times, solid and calloused
at others. When I depict something as open and generated from the atmosphere of
its surroundings, I want a sense of presence in absence,vulnerable to things unseen
and passed. As if the figure is lost in thought, accessing  some interior space beyond
their physical body but which still has a direct relation and effect on them
physically.  When the body is depicted as a solid, weighted form I intend it to
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appear vulnerable to its physical space rather than their metaphysical interior. 
 
   Although most figures in my work are invented they are intended to have some
appearance of having agency. I try to visualize this idea by having a light source
radiating from within the figure rather than an exterior source lighting and guiding
them. I like the idea that each figure in the work is radiating their own internal light
with their own sense of agency. I’m interested in something as simple as a light
source being symbolic of the complexities of day-to -day life and the interactions
within it, weather experienced alone or with others. 
 
   The paintings are both comedic and emotive. The self referential indexing of
form, mark and color is intended to describe the image as an accessible building up
of paint rather than a secret process. Im interested in the tearing down and
reworking of painting conventions that in the process of re working opens up a new
convention. The self referential modes of making both expose the image as a
process as well as the desire to create a legible and familiar form. The humor is in
the process and the emotive relationship in the desire to create an accessible form
that communicates with the viewer.
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